
CDN Service Data Sheet

High Capacity CDN Service 

Radware’s Content Delivery Network (CDN) Service provides content to end-users from the 
nearest location to optimize user experience, shorten website response times, and offload 
customer compute capacity. The CDN service uses a globally distributed network of high 
capacity, high-speed cache servers leveraging smart, advanced caching techniques.

Radware’s CDN service is designed to deliver up-to-date content as fast as possible to end 
users, to ensure the best user experience and maximal productivity to any user, at any location, 
using any device and any browser. 

High Performance Across the Globe
Radware’s CDN Service is based on a strategic cooperation with Verizon Digital Media Services’ CDN and is globally 
available across 125 PoPs (Points of Presence) with 3,000+ interconnections and 45 Tbps capacity. The service places 
an emphasis in efficient routing to minimize the number of hops to destination:

ÐÐ Open-peering policy enables 3,000+ interconnections to thousands of networks, providing a low-latency network 
with multiple high-quality paths to users. 

ÐÐ A patented self-healing network enables automated network failovers and heals edge servers instantly, seamlessly 
and without human intervention. 

ÐÐ Global Anycast routing connects users to their nearest PoP for faster DNS resolutions and first-byte delivery 

ÐÐ Secured-by-design, PCI-DSS compliant CDN network with a world-class caching engine.
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Super PoP Architecture
The service is based on a next-generation centralized Super PoP architecture that optimizes today’s Internet topology for 
better performance in a smaller footprint. Rather than thousands of smaller points of presence (PoPs) scattered across 
the globe, the CDN service is based on strategically placed Super PoPs that provide massive computing power and high-
bandwidth capacity at key internet connection points. This modern architecture delivers better performance by achieving 
better cache-hit ratio, better server-to-delivery ratio, and better reliability. The network spans the globe and has Super PoPs 
located on five continents. These massive concentrations of caching servers are located at key internet exchange points and 
are just milliseconds away from nearly every broadband user on the planet.

ÐÐ  Linear and horizontal scaling with edge cloud clusters and proprietary layer-7 load balancing for greater scalability than 
traditional load balancing.
ÐÐ Strategically located Super PoPs have massive computing power for enterprise-grade scalability.
ÐÐ Better cache-hit ratio, better server-to-delivery ratio, and better reliability achieved via a modern network architecture.
ÐÐ  Fast configuration changes, near-instant purging of cached content

Greater Visibility
Radware’s CDN Service is supported by an end-user portal, real-time analytics, and APIs that enable fast, system-wide 
propagation and provide organizations with complete visibility into application health. The robust portal allows users to view 
statistics and perform actions, i.e. manually trigger refresh (push) and purge of content. Real-time user data on bandwidth, 
number of connections, and hits are collected continuously and displayed in real time. Reporting capabilities provide you 
insight on cache statuses, cache hit ratio, data transferred, and more.

Radware allows customers to specify black/white lists based on IP addresses. Users also have the ability to block at the CDN 
level to save bandwidth to such users and to avoid serving cached data to these IP addresses.

Supporting Encrypted Web Traffic
The service provides support and flexibility for encrypted web traffic. For owners of HTTPS sites, we recommend one of the 
following alternatives for SSL certificate support: 

ÐÐ  Standard – a shared EdgeCast certificate (SAN certificate) that is shared among multiple customers. This is the 
common option for most SMB websites.
ÐÐ Dedicated – a dedicated certificate provided by Radware for a specific customer domain only. This option is 
recommended for larger customers that require higher security.
ÐÐ Wildcard – a dedicated certificate, where a single certificate can be used for multiple hostnames. The wildcard 
certificate can be owned by EdgeCast or by the customer (if such certificate exists).

Fully Managed Service
Fully managed, 24x7 service provided by Radware’s Cloud Team – a dedicated group of service-oriented, cloud experts 
that assume full responsibility to setup, configure and update the CDN service, as well as actively monitor, and provide any 
help in real time.

Enhancing Radware’s Cloud WAF Service
Radware’s CDN Service is available as an add-on to any of Radware’s Cloud WAF Service customers, new or existing, 
regardless of the plan (Enterprise / Enterprise Premium) or purchased bandwidth.  The service is not sold separately and is 
only available on top of Radware’s Cloud WAF Service.

About Radware
Radware® (NASDAQ: RDWR), is a global leader of application delivery and cyber security solutions for virtual, cloud 
and software defined data centers. Its award-winning solutions portfolio delivers service level assurance for business-
critical applications, while maximizing IT efficiency. Radware’s solutions empower more than 12,500 enterprise and 
carrier customers worldwide to adapt to market challenges quickly, maintain business continuity and achieve maximum 
productivity while keeping costs down. For more information, please visit www.radware.com.

Radware encourages you to join our community and follow us on: Facebook, Google+, LinkedIn, Radware Blog, 
SlideShare, Twitter, YouTube, Radware Connect app for iPhone® and our security center DDoSWarriors.com that provides a 
comprehensive analysis on DDoS attack tools, trends and threats.
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